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Abstract
Open-cell metal foams are often used in applications where particulate and/or droplet cap-
ture is important. Here a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling approach is 
described which models the metal foam at both the pore-scale and the macroscopic scale. 
At the pore-scale, the detailed internal geometry of the foam is included and the flow field 
and droplet tracking and capture is modelled explicitly. At this scale, a coefficient is found 
for each metal foam that relates the distance a droplet can freely travel through the foam 
to both the droplet diameter and the Darcian velocity in the porous medium. Then, at the 
macroscopic scale, the coefficient from the pore-scale droplet capture simulations is used 
in a novel stochastic particle extinction model. Here, the droplets travel through a porous 
zone and are removed from the model, the probability of which is determined by the coef-
ficient from the pore-scale modelling. A test case is described in which the macroscopic 
model is verified against the pore-scale model with acceptable levels of accuracy.

Article Highlights

• Single phase CFD and Lagrangian particle tracking are carried out in a range of open-
cell metal foams at the pore-scale.

• A capture probability of the droplets as a function of droplet diameter and Reynolds 
number for each metal foam is found.
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• The probability of capture is used in a new macroscale droplet capture model, based on 
Lagrangian particle tracking.

Keywords Droplet capture · Metal foam · Computational fluid dynamics · Lagrangian 
particle tracking

1 Introduction

Open-cell foams are used in what are sometimes referred to as functional applications such 
as in heat exchangers, filters, separation devices, catalyst supports, flow distributors and 
biological implants (Banhart 2001). The high surface area per unit volume and low density 
make them especially attractive as filters. However, due to the foam’s intricate geometry, 
the acquisition of detailed experimental data can only take place at the macroscopic scale 
where quantities such as pressure drop can be relatively easily measured, albeit often only 
for single phase flows.

The assessment of the droplet capture effectiveness within open-cell metal foams is of 
interest in a number of fields, such as demisters. For example, Ji et al. (2016) looked at the 
efficiency of a metal foam to collect water from foggy air. A small, cylindrical sample of 
a copper foam was exposed to an air stream containing water mist and the ability of the 
metal foam to trap the water was measured experimentally. They confirmed that the device 
could be made more efficient by rotating the metal foam, encouraging the captured water 
to migrate radially by the centrifugal force. They mention briefly what appears to be the 
results of CFD modelling of the droplets as they pass through an isolated metal foam cell. 
The particles appear to be purely for illustrative purposes because several of them are seen 
to pass through the ligaments. However, the focus of the paper is more on the water film 
that forms on the metal foam ligaments and how that moves under the influence of the cen-
trifugal force.

In nanofibrous filters, CFD modelling has been conducted looking at the impaction of 
sub-micron particle on the individual fibres of these filters (Hosseini and Vahedi Tafreshi 
2010a, b). Using both 2D and 3D modelling, they looked to obtain capture efficiency cor-
relations, although the scales and air flow rates are quite different to the present applica-
tion. Nonetheless, they were able to demonstrate that 3D modelling, in particular, was able 
to highlight deficiencies in existing correlations, which were applicable at larger scales. It 
is important to note that at the scales they were modelling, inertial impaction was deemed 
insignificant, which is not the case in the present work.

At the pore- (or microscopic) scale, researchers are using numerical modelling tech-
niques to gain greater insights into the flow of fluids inside the pore space of the foams. A 
good example of this approach was that taken by Gerbaux et al. (2010) who compared the 
results from a number of pore-scale numerical simulations with experimental data for three 
different metal foams. They describe in detail the construction of the numerical models 
from microtomography scans of the foams. They found good agreement between experi-
mental and numerical permeability values for all three samples. Based on those ideas, 
another such study, and a precursor to the present research, involved the Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling of the pressure drop across open-cell metal foams at the 
pore-scale (de Carvalho et al. 2017). A similar approach was adopted by Nie et al. (2018), 
but they focussed on the pore-scale tracking of oil droplets within the foam, similar to the 
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approach taken in de Carvalho et al. (2015). Both these studies were able to parameterise 
the oil capture efficiency for a range of porous media properties. To the knowledge of the 
authors, however, the step from the capture efficiency at pore-scale to an analogous imple-
mentation in macroscopic CFD models was not made and this paper serves to address that 
omission. In much the same way as pore-scale models can be used to determine perme-
ability values that then can be used in porous zone models at macroscale (e.g. CFD mod-
els with embedded porous sub-domains), this paper outlines how the pore-scale capture 
efficiency can be used in a macroscopic model using a novel droplet capture algorithm. 
The idea is a simple but compelling one: as droplets move through the porous region, their 
probability of capture increases the longer they are in the region. This capture probability 
is related to the capture efficiency from the pore-scale model. The process is a stochastic 
one, meaning that some particles may traverse the porous region, while some may not. 
Details can be found in Sect. 3. It should be stated that this method currently only applies 
and is implemented for Finite Volume CFD models. The ultimate application of this work 
is the separation of oil droplets from a high speed air stream. In fact, this work is part of 
an ongoing project which aims to develop a numerical modelling framework for an aero-
engine air/oil separator. Oil enters the device in the form of dispersed droplets and primary 
separation takes place by centrifuging larger droplets, with secondary separation occurring 
as smaller droplets are coalesced within an open-cell metal foam (de Carvalho et al. 2016). 
The choice of boundary conditions and material properties, therefore, are determined with 
this application in mind.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The paper is broadly divided into 
two parts: Sect. 2 describes the air flow and droplet capture modelling at the pore-scale. 
That is, where the actual, cell-by-cell structure of the metal foam is considered. Then, 
Sect. 3 sets out the new model that takes the pore-scale particle tracking results and imple-
ments them in a macroscopic model. Finally, Sect.  4 summarises the new macroscopic 
droplet capture model and suggests future avenues of numerical and experiment work to 
validate it further.

2  Modelling at the Pore‑Scale

2.1  Modelling the Air Flow

Although it was described in detail in de Carvalho et  al. (2017), it is useful to describe 
comparatively briefly the approach taken to producing flow simulations at the pore-scale 
using CFD. In all, five different commercially available foams were investigated: a Rece-
mat nickel-chromium 17 to 23 PPI (Pores Per Inch), two  Retimet® nickel foams with 45 
and 80  PPI and two  Alantum® Inconel 625 alloy foams, one with a nominal pore size 
of 450 μm and a hybrid sample with two layers of different pore sizes merged together, 
namely 580 μm and 1200 μm . Figure 1 shows images obtained using a scanning electron 
microscope of the Inconel 625 alloy 450 μm foam and a pure nickel foam, similar to the 
Recemat foam. The web-like solid matrix, made up of many struts (or ligaments) sur-
rounded by an interconnected pore space is clearly seen—this is typical of open-cell foams. 
The geometric properties of the foams that are studied in this paper are detailed in Table 1 
of de Carvalho et al. (2017).

A tomographic dataset comprising of a stack of Nz greyscale images of Nx × Ny pixels 
was produced using high-resolution X-ray micro-CT scanning. The pore space and solid 
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parts of the porous media have distinct optical densities. Some complex image process-
ing of the greyscale images was required to produce a binary image, such as that shown 
in Fig. 2a. An added complication was the fact that some of the ligaments were hollow, 
presenting the image processing with a particularly difficult problem. Nevertheless it was 
possible, using a marching cubes algorithm to generate a triangulated representation of the 
pore-solid interface, which was then converted into a stereo-lithography format (STL), a 
image of which is shown in Fig. 1b.

The STL file was read into the meshing software of the ANSYS suite of software, was 
cleaned up and ultimately sliced to make a cuboid sample, which corresponded geomet-
rically to the experimental samples of Oun and Kennedy (2014). This experimental data 
were used for validation of the CFD modelling and the results are published in de Carvalho 
et al. (2017). A polyhedral mesh was generated throughout the domain and Fig. 3a shows 
the surface mesh on a number of ligaments, while Fig. 3b shows a 2D slice through the 
mesh. For completeness, the domain and boundary conditions used for the single-phase 

Fig. 1  Scanning electron microscope images of a Inconel 625 alloy 450 μm foam and b pure nickel 450 μm 
foam (de Carvalho et al. 2017)

Fig. 2  a 2D cross-sectional reconstruction of the Recemat foam geometry, highlighting a hollow strut; b 3D 
rendering of the a 12 mm diameter cylindrical Recemat sample (de Carvalho et al. 2017)
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air flow modelling are shown in Fig. 4. Steady-state turbulent Reynolds-Averaged (RANS) 
models were used throughout the study with the inlet velocity, uD , being varied for each of 
the five metal foams. In each case, the pressure drop, Δp , across the sample was calculated 
and compared against the experimental data, showing good agreement throughout.

The goal of the pore-scale air flow modelling was to produce Forchheimer coefficients, 
F for use in macroscale models of the porous media,

where Lf  is the length of the porous media in the streamwise direction, � is the dynam-
ics viscosity of air, � is the density of air and K is the permeability. The Forchheimer 

(1)
Δp

Lf
= −

�

K
uD − F�u2

D

Fig. 3  View of the a surface polyhedral mesh and b sectional view of the pore space mesh (de Carvalho 
et al. 2017)

Fig. 4  Schematic of the computational domain and boundary conditions (de Carvalho et al. 2017)
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coefficient, F, which is believed to be fixed for a given class of porous media (Dukhan et al. 
2014). The first term in Eq. 1 is the Darcy term, which accounts for viscous losses through 
the porous media. de Carvalho et al. (2017) were able to show that the form drag term (the 
Forchheimer term) was far greater than the Darcy term, due to the open structure of the 
metal foams.

In a macroscale model, the microscopic representation of the metal foam is replaced by 
a region in space in which a momentum sink is applied to the governing flow equations, 
mimicking the effect of porous region. In this way, the pressure drop due to the presence 
of the porous media can be modelled without resorting to meshing the detailed internals of 
the porous region. When we discuss the particle tracking methodology of Sect. 3, a similar 
approach will be taken: producing a macroscopic representation of the particle capture pro-
cess from a series of pore-scale (or microscopic) simulations.

In light of this, the air flow within the metal foams is of key importance in the present 
work on droplet capture. Figure 5 shows both contours of velocity magnitude and velocity 
vectors for one of the cases studied in de Carvalho et al. (2017). Areas of high speed flow 
(indicated by the yellow and red contours) can be seen as the flow accelerates through the 
windows between adjacent cells of the foam.

2.2  Standard Lagrangian Tracking Formulation

The numerical modelling of gas-liquid two-phase flow in a Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD) framework can be divided into Eulerian-Eulerian and Eulerian–Lagrangian 
approaches. Eulerian-Eulerian methods solve both phases in the same inertial frame of refer-
ence, and some models also require an additional interface tracking algorithm. The volume of 
fluid (VOF) method by Hirt and Nichols (1981) is one example of such type of approach. VOF 
is suited to model immiscible fluid phases and has extremely stringent mesh requirements in 

Fig. 5  Superimposed contour and vector plots of the velocity magnitude and vector on a 2D cut plane paral-
lel to the flow direction located at the centre of the domain with uD = 20m/s (de Carvalho et al. 2017)
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order to accurately resolve the gas-liquid interface. VOF tends to become very computation-
ally intensive if there is a very high number of liquid droplets and/or ligaments in the flow 
due to associated mesh size requirements. It performs best when there is a distinct interface 
between a small number of regions of different phases and is not appropriate for large num-
bers of particulates or bubbles dispersed in the primary, continuous phase. For such dispersed 
systems, other Eulerian-Eulerian methods can be used and require empirical relationships 
such as drag and mass transfer to account for the effect of the disperse phase on the continuous 
one and vice versa. Again, the volume of fraction is used but is used to represent what propor-
tion of a cell is occupied by the particulate phase.

For dispersed systems, an alternative is to employ an Eulerian–Lagrangian approach to 
model low volume loading gas-liquid flows. The gas phase is treated as a continuous phase 
in an Eulerian frame, whereas the droplets (or parcels representative of a certain number of 
droplets) are treated in a Lagrangian framework, with each droplet having its own reference 
frame and trajectory. The interaction with the gas phase could cause deformation on the drop-
let shape due to aerodynamic drag, for example. However, the focus here is on the motion of 
droplets with small diameters ( < 15 μm ), therefore shape deformation has been deemed neg-
ligible. Including other physical models, such as heat and mass transfer, is also implementable 
in these Eulerian–Lagrangian models.

In the commercial CFD software employed here, ANSYS Fluent, the Lagrangian model 
is referred to as the Discrete Phase Model (DPM). Numerically, each representative droplet 
is essentially a mathematical point that travels along the continuous phase, with an associ-
ated diameter and physical properties. A particle tracking algorithm is employed to solve the 
Lagrangian phase equations. The DPM approach is able to calculate the motion of a large 
number of representative droplets using relatively low computational resources. One of the 
drawbacks is that whenever a droplet comes into contact with a solid surface, a film or another 
droplet, the resulting absorption or generation of daughter droplets often requires the use of 
empirical correlations, which are available only for simple idealized cases. However, the work 
of Peduto et al. (2011) is extending these correlations with high resolution VOF modelling and 
experimental work. They are, in particular, looking at the impact of oil droplets in films of oil.

In the remainder of this section, the standard Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm in 
ANSYS Fluent is described for completeness. Within this framework, the fluid phase is treated 
as a continuum phase by solving the usual Navier–Stokes governing equations. The dispersed 
phase is solved by tracking a large number of particles through the computed flow field. The 
particles can be either solid or liquid. The trajectory of a particle is computed by integrating 
the force balance as

where the subscripts g and d refer to the gas and droplet phases, respectively. u is the veloc-
ity, � is the density, g is the gravitational acceleration and F is an additional acceleration 
(force/unit droplet mass) term. The second term on the right-hand side is the drag force per 
unit droplet mass with �r defined as the droplet relaxation time

where Red is the droplet Reynolds number,

(2)
���

�t
=

�� − ��

�r
+

(�d − �g)

�d
g + F,

(3)�r =
�dd

2
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where �g is the dynamic viscosity of the gas phase. Here, the droplets are assumed to be 
perfectly spherical and non-deforming. The drag coefficient, CD , is

where a1 , a2 and a3 are constants that apply over several ranges of the particle Reynolds 
number, and are given in Morsi and Alexander (1972). The droplets are assumed to be inert 
and hence there is no energy or mass transfer.

The droplet trajectory equation and any auxiliary equations are solved by stepwise inte-
gration over discrete time steps. The droplet displacement is computed using a trapezoidal 
implicit scheme,

where the subscripts o and n refer to old and new values, respectively, and udi is the veloc-
ity vector of the ith droplet.

The dispersion of droplets due to turbulence in the gas phase is predicted by using a sto-
chastic tracking approach. The random walk model is employed, where the instantaneous 
velocity fluctuations on droplet trajectories are represented by stochastic methods.

The prediction of turbulent dispersion is achieved by integrating the trajectory equations 
for individual droplets using the instantaneous fluid velocity, ud + u�

d
(t) , along the droplet 

path. The random effects of turbulence are included by computing the trajectories in this man-
ner for a sufficient number of representative droplets.

The discrete random walk (DRW) model simulates the interaction of a droplet with a suc-
cession of discrete stylized fluid phase turbulent eddies. The fluctuating velocity components 
are defined as discrete piecewise functions of time. The interval of time in which their random 
value is kept constant is defined by the characteristic lifetime of the eddies. Each eddy is char-
acterized by a Gaussian distributed random velocity fluctuation, u′ , v′ and w′ , and a timescale, 
�e . The values of the random velocity fluctuation components that prevail during the lifetime 
of a turbulent eddy are sampled assuming they obey a Gaussian probability distribution,

where � is normally distributed random number and the remainder of the right-hand side 
accounts for the local root-mean-square (RMS) velocity fluctuations. Assuming the kinetic 
energy of turbulence is isotropic in the flow, the values of the RMS fluctuating components 
can be defined as

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy. This is valid for the k-� , the k-� models and their 
variants. The characteristic lifetime of an eddy is defined as a constant, such as

(4)Red =
�gdd|ud − ug|

�g

,

(5)CD = a1 +
a2
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+
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with TL ≈ CL
k

�
 , where TL is the integral time, k and � are the turbulent kinetic energy and 

dissipation rate, respectively, and CL is a constant that depends on the turbulence model. 
The characteristic lifetime of an eddy can also be defined as a random variation about TL , 
such as

where � is a uniform random number greater than zero and less than 1. The droplet eddy 
crossing time is defined as

where Le is the eddy length scale, �r is the droplet relaxation time and ∣ �� − �� ∣ is the 
magnitude of the relative velocity.

The droplet is assumed to interact with the continuous phase eddy over the smallest of 
the eddy lifetime and crossing time. After this time is reached, a new value of the instanta-
neous velocity is computed by applying a new value of � . Thus, the only inputs the DRW 
model require are the value of the constant CL , and the choice of eddy lifetime prediction 
method.

2.3  Simplifications, Assumptions and Boundary Conditions

Nearly every numerical model involves a certain number of simplifications and assump-
tions due to unknown physics (lack of information regarding initial or boundary conditions) 
and time constraints due to available computational effort. Some knowledge concerning the 
form and behaviour of the droplet phase next to the metal foam region is necessary in order 
to make the right assumptions and develop a suitable CFD approach.

There is no experimental data available concerning the oil flow within open-cell metal 
foams. The scarcity of information regarding the oil phase poses a problem in the develop-
ment of an appropriate numerical approach. Willenborg et al. (2008) have measured per-
formed measurements in an aero-engine separator which employed a Retimet 45 PPI foam. 
The results have shown the presence of sub-micron droplets ( ∼ 0.5 μm ) at the separator 
outlet, thus not being captured by the metal foam. However, it was not possible to measure 
the droplet diameter distribution at the foam entrance region.

In the present work, it is assumed that the mass fraction of oil at the metal foam inlet 
should be less than 2%. So, a conservative oil mass fraction of 5 % is assumed at the metal 
foam entrance for all DPM simulations. No droplet diameter distribution is assumed, 
instead, separate uniform sized droplet calculations are performed for six diameters rang-
ing from 0.1 to 10 μm . This way, the oil separation effectiveness can be evaluated qualita-
tively for each individual droplet diameter. This choice of diameter range is quite arbitrary, 
however, the limited literature points that this diameter range is the most problematic in 
terms of oil separation for the present application.

The modelling of all physical effects related to droplet dynamics can be very computa-
tionally intensive even for a single droplet (Peduto et al. 2011). Droplet deformation and 
breakup are not taken into account in the present work, which is reasonable given the small 
droplet sizes being analysed. No dynamic interaction with the metal foam solid structure is 
considered, such as film formation, splashing, rebounding or stripping. Even though liquid 

(10)�e = −TL ln (�),

(11)tcross = −�r ln

[
1 −

(
Le

�r ∣ �� − �� ∣

)]
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film models are available in ANSYS Fluent, they have a limited range of applicability. The 
complexity of the solid structure of the foams and the small length scales involved here are 
likely render such models ill-suited for the present study.

A simplified oil capture criterion is employed, assuming the droplet trajectory to be ter-
minated if it hits the solid structure of the foam. It is assumed that the droplet always sticks 
to the foam surface if it comes in contact with it. Even though this approach might not 
be realistic in a sense that all the droplet-solid interaction phenomena is being neglected, 
it offers a simple way to qualitatively evaluate the separation effectiveness. However, it 
should be noted that in reality, it is likely that the oil accumulates and forms a film on 
the surface of the foam. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the oil capture approach employed 
here, illustrating examples of the trajectories of a non-captured and captured droplet, 
respectively.

Gasoil-liquid ( C16H29 ) was used as the material for the oil phase. An inlet oil mass frac-
tion of 5% results in a volume fraction of approximately 0.008%, which is an important 
parameter in order to estimate the interaction between the gas and oil phase. According 
to Eaton (2009), the dispersed phase can have a very strong effect on the gas-phase flow, 
even at particle volume fractions below 0.1%. Alternatively, Elghobashi (1994) argues that 
interaction between the gas flow and disperse phase can take place between volume frac-
tions from 0.0001 to 0.1%, with particle-particle interactions being negligible. The oil vol-
ume fractions values considered here are within an intermediate range where interaction 
with the continuous phase may become important. Taking into account the interaction with 
the gas phase implies the need of a transient simulation, which could raise the computa-
tional costs by more than one order of magnitude, compared to a steady-state Lagrangian 
approach. However, Kulick et al. (1994) showed by means of experiments that the interac-
tion between small dense particles and airflow has mainly attenuated the fluid turbulence, 
whereas the fluid velocity profiles remained virtually unchanged. In view of these results, 
and to reduce computational costs, it was decided to not take into account the effect of the 
droplets on the gas phase. Furthermore, droplet-droplet interactions are neglected.

All Lagrangian calculations are therefore performed as one-way coupled, using the 
steady-state, converged pore-scale solutions of the airflow. Essentially, the particle track-
ing is conducted as a post-processing exercise where the particles are injected into the air 
flow such as that shown in Fig. 5. The results obtained using square channel computational 
domains are employed. The effect of the airflow velocity on the droplet capture is evaluated 
by performing the Lagrangian simulations under different airflow velocities, ranging from 
5 to 50m/s . The droplets are injected from a plane located at the air inlet. The particles 
are injected at the same velocity as the incoming airflow. The droplet dispersion due to 

Fig. 6  Schematic of the oil droplet capture criterion
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turbulence is taken into account by the use of a random walk stochastic model, detailed in 
Sect. 2.2.

Since converting the oil injection mass flow rate into the actual number of droplets often 
results in a prohibitively high number, the concept of a droplet parcel is employed. A par-
cel can be seen as a representative droplet, with a specified diameter and a relaxation time 
associated with a single droplet. Therefore, the DPM model actually tracks a number of 
parcels, each being representative of a certain real number of droplets, and containing a 
fraction of the total mass flow injected. A sensitivity analysis showed that a total number 
of 25 000 droplet parcels can produce statistically representative oil capture results that 
are independent of the number of injected parcels. In this sensitivity analysis, the number 
of parcels was gradually increased until the proportion captured no longer changed with 
the number of parcels injected. For each number injected, several runs were conducted to 
ensure that the stochastic nature of the tracking did not materially change the proportion 
captured from one simulation to the next. The gravitational force is neglected due to the 
small droplet mass and relatively large inertial forces.

2.4  Oil Capture Results

The oil capture criterion assumes the termination of the droplet parcel trajectory if it 
impacts on a wall of the ligaments of the foam surface. As part of this project, the impact 
of droplets on a ligament with a thin film were modelled using the approach detailed in 
Kakimpa et al. (2016). However, this is not representative of the metal foam as a whole 
and could not be implemented here. Therefore, the main separation mechanism here is the 
droplet’s inertia and the only force acting on the droplets is the aerodynamic drag. The 
streamlines diverge as they approach the metal foam ligaments, since the air passes around 
the foam solid ligaments. In the case of droplets, if they have sufficient inertia, they tend to 
follow different trajectories from the fluid streamlines. Typically, the more inertia the drop-
let has, the larger the deviation from the fluid streamlines, therefore, if the amount of devia-
tion from the fluid streamlines is large enough, the droplet may end up intersecting the 
solid ligaments and get captured. The diameter of the ligaments here is roughly more than 
10 times the size of the largest droplet diameter investigated. Figure 7 illustrates the oil 
droplet trajectories across the Retimet 45 PPI foam for an inlet velocity of 20m/s and three 
different droplet diameters: 0.5, 1 and 3 μm . Clearly, as the droplet diameter increases, so 
does the number of droplets captured as they pass through the metal foam, since larger 
droplets have more inertia.

The fraction of escaped (or free) droplets, �fd , is defined as the number of non-captured 
droplets divided by the total number of droplets injected. In order to determine when a 
droplet has hit the foam, the full trajectory data is exported from ANSYS Fluent and read 
by a MATLAB script, which computes the final streamwise position, z, of all droplet tra-
jectories, and then normalizes it by the mean pore size, dp , of the given foam sample. Thus, 
the fraction of non-captured droplets is computed at discrete points along the entire length 
of the foam, generating distinct oil capture curves for each droplet diameter and flow veloc-
ity. For example, Fig.8 shows the oil capture curves obtained with the DPM simulations 
performed on the Retimet 45 PPI foam at Darcian (or bulk) velocities of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 
and 50m/s and six different droplet diameters.

These results show, for this case, that the flow velocity has a significant impact on 
the oil capture for intermediate diameters of 0.5–3 μm . Higher droplet inertia means that 
the larger particles do not follow the flow streamlines as the flow separates around the 
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ligaments, thus leading to a higher probability of collision against the ligaments. A mar-
ginal increase in the oil capture is observed for larger droplet diameters (5 and 10 μm ) 
when the flow velocity is increased, since the oil capture is already very high even at 
low flow velocities. Conversely, for the smallest diameter of 0.1 μm , no clear pattern 
seems to emerge, and the majority of droplets tend to pass through the foam, with the 
fraction of free droplets seeming to be independent of the flow velocity.

Oil capture results obtained for the other foams showed a very similar pattern, but 
with different values of oil capture depending on the foam. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
foams with a smaller pore size and larger specific surface area generally showed an 
increased oil capture when compared with foams with larger pore sizes and smaller spe-
cific surface area. In order to quantify this, the fraction of free droplets computed at the 

Fig. 7  Droplet trajectories through the Retimet 45 PPI foam for an inlet velocity of 20 m/s and three uni-
form droplet diameters: a 0.5, b 1 and c 3 μm . The number of trajectories has been reduced for clarity and 
are coloured by droplet residence time
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normalized position of z∕dp = 5 (roughly five cells into the foam) is plotted together in 
Fig. 9. For the four different droplet diameters, 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 μm , results show the frac-
tion of free droplets at z∕dp = 5 decreases with an increase in the flow velocity for all 
samples, with this effect being more significant for smaller droplet diameters.

A closer inspection in the results displayed in Fig. 9 show some interesting insights. 
The Inconel 450 μm sample yielded the highest oil capture, as expected. However, it 
does so at the expense of having a higher pressure gradient across the sample. The 
hybrid Inconel ( 1200 + 580 μm ), which has the second highest pressure gradient, 
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Fig. 8  Lagrangian simulations results showing oil capture curves for the Retimet 45 PPI for different drop-
let diameters. Results are shown for six Darcian velocities: a 5, b 10, c 20, d 30, e 40 and f 50m/s . Blue is 
0.1 μm , green is 0.5 μm , red is 1 μm , cyan is 3 μm , magenta is 5 μm and yellow is 10 μm
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showed also the second highest oil capture results for droplet diameters of 0.5 and 
1 μm . Interestingly, this trend is not observed for droplet diameters of 3 and 5 μm . For 
these two larger diameters, the Inconel 1200 μm sample showed a better oil capture than 
the Inconel 1200 + 580 μm foam. This is a largely unexpected result, since the Inconel 
1200 μm sample has a smaller specific surface area. The Retimet 80 PPI showed a par-
ticularly low oil capture, even lower than the Recemat capture results for diameters of 3 
and 5 μm which was quite surprising given that the Recemat has a much larger pore size.

de Carvalho et  al. (2017) found that the pressure gradient of the foams is roughly 
proportional to their specific surface area. Specific surface are is the solid-pore inter-
face area per unit volume and hence has units of m−1 . Oil capture was also expected to 
be roughly proportional to the specific surface area, since a larger value of surface area 
normally implies a greater number of foam solid ligaments per unit volume, therefore 
increasing the chances of droplet impact. Figure 10 shows the fraction of non-captured 
droplets at z∕dp = 5 , plotted as a function of the specific surface area, under different 
flow velocities and for four droplet diameters: 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 μm . The fraction of free 
droplets computed for droplet diameters of 0.5 and 1 μm showed to be inversely pro-
portional to the surface area. However, for larger diameters, no clear trend can be seen, 
with the Retimet 80 PPI showing the poorest droplet capture relative to its specific sur-
face area. These results seem to imply that the likelihood of a droplet being intercepted 
by a foam ligament is not only a function of the specific surface area, but also of the 
particular morphology of the foam solid matrix. Further, the morphology may also be 

Fig. 9  Fraction of non-captured droplets computed at the normalized position z∕dp = 5 versus the Darcian 
velocity for four different droplet diameters, a 0.5, b 1, c 3 and d 5 μm
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responsible for different levels of daughter droplets created as the droplets impact on the 
ligaments.

The behaviour of particles in a flow can be described by the dimensionless Stokes 
number, which is defined as the ratio of the characteristic particle (or droplet) time, td , 
to the characteristic time of the flow, tf  , as

A droplet with a low Stokes number tends to follow the flow streamlines whereas a droplet 
with a high Stokes number is dominated by inertia and tends to follow its own initial tra-
jectory. For small spherical droplets in an incompressible flow, the Stokes number can be 
recast in terms of the appropriate length scales characteristic of the pore-scale flow,

where �d and �f  are the density of the droplet and air phases, respectively, and dd is the 
droplet diameter. The Reynolds number, Rep , is based on the characteristic size of the 
pore space, dp . The Stokes number can be plotted as a function of the capture efficiency, � , 
which is defined as

(12)Stk ≡

td

tf
.

(13)Stk =
2�d

9�f

(
dd

dp

)2

Rep,

Fig. 10  Fraction of non-captured droplets computed at the normalized position z∕dp = 5 versus the specific 
surface for four different droplet diameters, a 0.5, b 1, c 3 and d 5 μm and the five air speeds shown in 
plot (a)
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The oil capture efficiency at z∕dp = 5 is plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of the Stokes num-
ber of for all samples simulated. There are similarities between the oil separation phenom-
ena described by the pore-scale simulations performed here and particle deposition stud-
ies carried out on an array of cylinders (Haugen and Kragset 2010). The Stokes number 
is taking into account all droplet diameters and flow inlet velocities. The S-shaped cap-
ture efficiency curve is typically characteristic of dilute particle flows where the inertial 
effects are the dominant cause of particle deposition (Konstandopoulos et  al. 1993). For 
Stoke numbers below 0.1, the capture efficiency is quite small and remains rather constant 
independently of the Stokes number. However, for 0.1 < Stk < 1 , the oil capture efficiency 
increases dramatically with increasing Stokes number. Stokes number values above 1 are 
associated with a very high capture efficiency, which remain stable with increasing Stokes 
numbers.

The results obtained with the Lagrangian simulations are able to provide a general pic-
ture of oil capture effectiveness of the foam samples investigated. However, one should 
bear in mind the several limitations of the current modelling methodology. According to 
Haugen and Kragset (2010), the interception of a particle by a solid body, such as a cyl-
inder for example, can be heavily influenced by the boundary layer characteristics next to 
the solid surface. Therefore, most studies tend to employ very fine levels of discretization 
next to the solid surface in order to fully resolve the boundary layer (most numerical par-
ticle deposition studies deal with simulating a single or several cylinders at most). Here, 
even though the mesh was refined up to a point where the cells next to the foam surface 
are located within the viscous sub-layer ( y+ < 5 ), it remains an open question whether this 
level of refinement was sufficient to accurately resolve all relevant boundary layer flow 
features.

Additionally, virtually all phenomena related to droplet dynamics were neglected 
at the present stage. The oil film formation was not allowed to take place upon droplet 
impact onto the foam surface. Moreover, no splashing, stripping or rebound of droplets 
was allowed either. The reason for these simplifications are partially due to the lack of an 
appropriate numerical framework for modelling these phenomena and, even if there were 
such a framework, the computational cost would be large. However, work continues apace 
and recent advances by, for example, Kakimpa et al. (2016) on film modelling suggest a 
framework may be within reach. As mentioned earlier, the simplified mathematical models 

(14)� = 1 − �fd.

Fig. 11  Oil droplet capture effi-
ciency as a function of the Stokes 
number for all foams analysed at 
the normalized position z∕dp = 5 
(with excepetion of the Retimet 
20 PPI)
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which are available tend to rely heavily on empirical correlations obtained from idealized 
test cases, carried out in conditions far different from those present here. As stated in the 
review by Yarin (2006), there is still a lot of improvements yet to be made in order to have 
reliable and computationally cost-effective droplet-impact-related models. Nevertheless, 
the Lagrangian oil capture approach described here offers a first glimpse on modelling the 
dispersed gas-liquid flow in open-cell metal foams.

3  Modelling at the Macroscopic Scale

One of the main objectives of the present work is to use a pore-scale simulations 
to extract information otherwise inaccessible when using macroscopic modelling 
approaches, or for which there is no experimental data available. The results obtained 
with the pore-scale simulations should be volume-averaged in a way that they can be 
employed into a macroscopic flow modelling approach, i.e. a formulation that is able 
to capture the effects caused by the presence of a porous medium on the two-phase 
flow but that does not explicitly represent the porous geometry.

The pore-scale droplet extinction curves (Fig. 8) obtained by computing the impact 
location of each droplet along the entire metal foam length can be used in order to 
derive a function that relates the droplet diameter, flow velocity and capture effec-
tiveness for a given foam sample. For that purpose, the oil capture can be plotted as 
a function of the normalized streamwise distance travelled by the droplet inside the 
foam, z∕dp . An exponential function can be fitted to each curve

where � is the curve fitting coefficients. The overall quality of the curve fitting is good, and 
square of the correlation coefficient was always larger than 0.95. The curve fitting proce-
dure is applied for all the oil capture curves obtained by the Lagrangian simulations for 
a given foam sample, and a value of the coefficient � is obtained for each curve with � 
being a function of both the droplet diameter and velocity. However, instead of using the 
droplet diameter and velocity, it is better to use dimensionless quantities. In that sense, � is 
assumed to be a function of the pore-based Reynolds number, Rep , and the droplet diame-
ter normalized by the mean pore diameter, dd∕dp . Thus, � values can subsequently be fitted 
by a n-order polynomial surface of the form

where aj,k represents the polynomial coefficients. Figure 12 shows the outcome of the sur-
face fitting approach for the oil capture data obtained from the Retimet 45 PPI Lagrangian 
simulations with a 5 th-order polynomial.

The outcome from the surface fitting approach is a function that relates the fraction 
of free (non-captured) droplets with the distance travelled within the porous region, 
the normalized droplet diameter and flow pore-based Reynolds number. Although the 
overall quality of the surface fitting approach is good, the fitted surface tends to pro-
duce negative � values at very low dd∕dp and Rep values. In the present context, high 
� values imply higher chances of a droplet being captured, and � = 0 is the equivalent 
of a droplet having no chance of being captured. Therefore, negative � are not physical 

(15)�fd = e−�z,

(16)� =

n∑

j=0

n∑

k=0

aj,k

(
dd

dp

)j

Rek
p
,
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and so are assumed to equal zero. For the sake of completeness, this undershoot of � 
values in the surface fitting could not be avoided even when more data points were 
used (meaning Lagrangian oil capture results comprising more droplet diameters and 
flow velocities). Furthermore, changing the order of the surface polynomial did not 
prevent this undershoot either.

3.1  Macroscopic Droplet Capture UDF

In de Carvalho et al. (2016) it was briefly mentioned that a macroscopic particle capture 
model was in development. Here, the fruits of that development work are presented. An 
user-defined function (UDF) was written in order to implement this oil capture function 
in ANSYS Fluent. At each Lagrangian calculation step, each droplet parcel will have a 
certain probability of being captured, depending on the distance travelled inside the porous 
medium, the droplet diameter and its velocity. Therefore, the UDF works by tracking the 
droplets that are travelling inside the porous region, and randomly terminating their trajec-
tory according to a probability that is computed based on the outcome of the surface fitting 
approach.

The capture of the droplets as they pass through the porous region is achieved in an 
analogous way to the modelling of radioactive decay. Here, rather considering the prob-
ability that a nuclei will decay in a given time, we have the probability, P(z), that a droplet 
can travel some distance, z, through the porous medium without it being captured

where � is the equal to � in Eq. 15. So, when z = 0 , it is certain to not have been captured, 
as z → ∞ , then it is certain to have been captured.

In Fluent, each particle that is being tracked steps forward in space in a number of incre-
ments, governed by the particle timestep Δtd . This is not to be confused with the flow 
timestep for transient simulations, which can be completely different. Depending on the 
mode of operation, the code works out the size of the particle timestep based on the veloc-
ity in, u , and size of, Δz , the cell which the particle is in (Fig. 13). It then tries to ensure 
that the particle will take n steps through the cell, where n is typically 5.

As the droplet/particle moves through the cell, the UDF that was written for the pur-
pose, calculates the distance the particle moves in a timestep, uΔtd . A random number 
generator then produces a number, �01 , between 0 and 1. If 𝜆01 < 𝛽uΔtd , then the droplet is 

(17)P(z) = exp(−�z),

Fig. 12  Illustration the outcome 
of the surface fitting approach. 
Values of � are shown as blue 
points, and plotted as a function 
of dd∕dp and Rep . The surface 
is fitted using a fifth order 
polynomial
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deemed to have been captured and the mass of the droplet is stored in a user-defined mem-
ory (UDM), which keeps a tally of the mass of droplet(s) captured in that mesh cell. When 
captured, the droplet is removed from the droplets being tracked and ceases to exist. Rather 
than explicitly calculate uΔtd , the UDF finds the difference between the droplet’s coordi-
nates from the previous and current particle timestep, leaving the calculation of these posi-
tions to the particle tracking algorithm.

To calculate � at each particle timestep, the pore-based Reynolds number, Rep , and the 
normalised droplet diameter, dd∕dp , are calculated and � is found from Eq. 16.

The key aspect of this approach is that it is stochastic and treats every particle timestep 
as distinct and independent. There is no cumulative effect implicit in this method, the drop-
let “has no memory” that it may have travelled some distance through the porous medium 
already. In many ways, it mimics the real experience of the droplet, where at each instant 
there is a chance that it may encounter a filament inside the metal foam, something that is 
not influenced from whence it came.

3.2  Verification of the Macroscopic Droplet Capture Model

A simple test case was devised in order to validate the enhanced macroscopic porous 
model described here. The validation is done by comparing the results of the macroscopic 
model simulations against pore-scale results. Thus, a computational domain with the same 
dimensions as the pore-scale domain employed for the Retimet 45 PPI simulations is cre-
ated. Figure 14 illustrates the computational domain of the macroscopic model validation 
case. The dimensions are exactly the same as for the square channel domain employed in 
the Retimet 45 PPI pore-scale simulations. The main difference is that instead of explicitly 
representing the metal foam, a porous region is defined instead. A hexahedral mesh was 
employed with a total mesh count of 10 000 cells. For comparison purposes, the pore-scale 
domain for the Retimet 45 PPI had 4.72 × 106 mesh cells. In essence, the intricate struc-
ture of a pore within the pore-scale CFD model (represented by 10s of thousands of poly-
hedral cells) is replaced by several hexahedral cells in the macroscopic CFD model—they 
are simply cells in the macroscopic model where the porous media model is applied.

The boundary conditions are exactly the same as the ones used in the pore-scale simula-
tions, except for the porous region. Viscous and inertial resistance coefficients were defined 

Fig. 13  Schematic of the transit 
of a droplet through a mesh cell 
in Fluent
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for the porous region using the values of permeability and Forchheimer coefficient com-
puted from the pore-scale simulations results for the Retimet 45 PPI. Simulations are car-
ried out for incompressible steady-state airflow using the RNG k-� turbulence model for a 
velocity range of 5–50m/s.

Figure  15 depicts the static pressure contour plots for both approaches—in each 
case the pressure drop is confined to the foam. In the case of the pore-scale simula-
tions, a complex pressure distribution is seem due to the complex foam geometry, 
whereas a linear pressure drop is observed for the macroscopic case. Quantitatively, 
there is good agreement for the pressure drop (presented as a percentage of the maxi-
mum pressure drop seen across the simulations) for different inlet velocities in both 
cases (Fig. 16). Here we see the characteristic relationship between the pressure drop 
and the square of the inlet velocity as can be expected from Eq. 1 when the Forch-
heimer coefficient, F, dominates, as is the case for these metal foams (de Carvalho 
et  al. 2017). Lagrangian oil droplet tracking calculations are performed using the 
same settings as the ones used for the pore-scale simulations. For that purpose, the 
droplets are injected in a plane located halfway between the inlet and the entrance 
to the porous region. The UDF described in Sect. 3.1 randomly terminated the drop-
let trajectories. Therefore, for verification purposes, droplet capture curves were 
extracted in exactly the same way as for the pore-scale simulations. The termination 
of droplet trajectories due to the macroscopic oil capture model is clearly shown in 
Fig. 17, which shows a the trajectories across the macroscopic Retimet 45 PPI foam 
model at an inlet velocity of 20m/s and two uniform droplet diameters: 1 and 3 μm . 
In the same sense as for the pore-scale Lagrangian simulations, as the droplet diam-
eter increases, so does the probability of it being captured, or in the context of the 
UDF, having its trajectory terminated.

While Fig.  17 is appealing, a more quantitative comparison between the pore-
scale and macroscopic models is required. The fraction of free droplets for both 
approaches is computed at the normalized position z∕dp = 5 , and plotted for both 
approaches in Fig.  18 for four different droplet diameters at varying flow veloci-
ties. The results obtained with the macroscopic oil extinction model showed a good 

Fig. 14  Illustration the computational domain used for validation of the macroscopic porous media model. 
Domain dimensions are identical to the pore-scale square channel domain employed for the Retimet 45 PPI 
simulations. A porous region is defined instead of explicitly representing the Retimet 45 PPI porous geom-
etry
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agreement with the pore-scale results. Larger deviations from the pore-scale results 
are observed for a droplet diameter of 0.5  μm, at lower flow velocities. This was 
expected, as the surface fitting procedure described previously produces negative � 
values within a small region which is representation of small droplet sizes and low 
flow velocities.

Figure 19 depicts the droplet capture curves computed from the pore-scale and mac-
roscopic simulations, respectively. The results show the fraction of free droplets as a 
function of the normalized streamwise foam length at a flow velocity of 20m/s , for four 
droplet diameters 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 μm . The results obtained for the other foams showed 
very similar trends. For all the foams, the worst agreement between both approaches 
occurs for the smallest droplets sizes. However, this is really due to the polynomial sur-
face fitting, which we reiterate does not work well for the smallest diameter droplets and 
lowest inlet velocities.

Fig. 15  Comparison of the static pressure contour plots obtained by the pore-scale and macroscopic model 
simulations for the Retimet 45 PPI foam, at uD = 20m/s

Fig. 16  Comparison of the pres-
sure drop obtained by the pore-
scale and macroscopic model 
simulations for the Retimet 
45 PPI foam
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Fig. 17  Droplet trajectories through the macroscopic Retimet 45 PPI foam model for an inlet velocity of 
20 m/s and two uniform droplet diameters: 1 and 3 μm. The number of trajectories was reduced for clarity

Fig. 18  Comparison between the results obtained by the pore-scale and macroscopic model Lagrangian cal-
culations showing the fraction of non-captured droplets computed at the normalized position z∕dp = 5 ver-
sus the Darcian velocity for four different droplet diameters a 0.5, b 1, c 3 and d 5 μm
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4  Conclusions

The methodology for a new approach to the macroscopic modelling of droplet capture in 
porous media is presented in this paper. While the pore-scale determination of both the 
permeability and the Forchheimer coefficients has been routinely transferred into macro-
scopic models, this is the first time pore-scale droplet capture has been treated in a similar 
manner. This approach means that a limited number of high-resolution, pore-scale CFD 
models can be conducted to determine the droplet capture coefficient, � , for a particular 
porous medium (in this case open-cell metal foams) and then this can be transferred to 
a low-resolution macroscopic model. This will be advantageous when the porous region 
forms only a small portion of a much larger piece of machinery and is standard practice in 
the CFD industry, at least for the hydrodynamic effects of the porous region. This exten-
sion to include droplet capture using a stochastic method opens up new application areas.

While the verification exercise presented here confirms the equivalence of the pore-
scale and macroscopic approaches, there is still a need for validation against actual experi-
ments and these will be the focus of future work. However, the basis of the model is, we 
feel, firm and will prove useful in these subsequent studies.

The surface fitting approach employed here seems to have a reduced accuracy for 
the oil capture results obtained at low flow velocities and for smaller droplet diameters. 

Fig. 19  Comparison between the results obtained by the pore-scale and macroscopic model Lagrangian cal-
culations showing the oil capture curves computed from the pore-scale and macroscopic model calcula-
tions, respectively. Results are shown for four droplet diameters a 0.5, b 1, c 3 and d 5 μm at a Darcian 
velocity of 20m/s
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Nevertheless, the main objective of the present work is to provide a qualitative evaluation 
of the oil capture effectiveness in several commercial open-cell metal foams. Given the fact 
that the pore-scale Lagrangian oil capture results already take into account a certain degree 
of uncertainty, it is reasonable to say that the macroscopic oil capture model described here 
still provides a good qualitative agreement of the droplet extinction rates throughout the 
foam samples. Furthermore, the enhanced macroscopic model can be easily implemented 
in a commercial CFD solver, with very low associated computational costs.
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